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PREFACE

This book originates in a research project conducted by the Human Rights Centre of Ghent University (UG) in partnership with the University of Cape Town (UCT). The project ‘Addressing Traditional Law in Post-Conflict Judicial and Legal Development Aid in Sub-Sahara Africa’ (AFTRALAW) was funded by the Belgian Science Policy Office (BELSPO) from April 2008 to March 2011, and was carried out under the supervision of Professor Eva Brems (UG) and Professors Thomas Bennett and Christina Murray (UCT), with Martien Schotsmans as a researcher for the component on transitional justice (UG) and Giselle Corradi (UG) and Lia Nijzink (UCT) as researchers for the component on justice sector aid. An initial version of the results of this three-year policy-supportive research was published in Dutch in Bennett, Brems, Corradi, Nijzink and Schotsmans’ Internationale Actoren en Traditioneel Recht in Sub-Sahara Afrika: Beleid en Interventies op het Vlak van Transitional Justice en Ontwikkelingshulp aan de Justitiesector (Academia Press).
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